INTRODUCTION
LET E and F be differentiable vector bundles over a compact oriented manifold M and f: E + F a bundle map between them. The locus of points in M where the rank off does not exceed a given integer r is called the degeneracy locus of rank r off, denoted M,. As such a locus is defined locally by the vanishing of all the (r + 1) by (r + 1) minors of the matrix of f, in the algebraic category it is called a determinantal variety. In [ 171 Thorn observed that the cohomology class of the degeneracy locus of a general map f: E+F should be a polynomial in the Chern classes of E and F. This polynomial was found by Porteous in [ 161: 
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The purpose of this article is to derive the analogous formulas for symmetric and skewsymmetric maps; these are expressed in Theorems 1 and 8. By a "squaring principle", these results can be extended to a twisted bundle mapf: E+ E*QL, where L is a line bundle (see Theorem 10). As applications of these formulas, we compute the degree of a determinantal variety, symmetric or not, and derive some numerical criteria for a variation of Hodge structure to be nontrivial. We are indebted to the referee for detailed criticisms and to James Damon for pointing out an alternative method of deriving the degeneracy locus formulas (Theorems 1 and 8).
THE DEGENERACY LOCUS FORMULAS (a) Symmetric and skew-symmetric maps
Let V be a vector space and V* its dual vector space. A linear map f: V+ V* is said to be symmetric if V(X), .Y> = cf@), x) for all x, y in V, where ( , ) is the dual pairing between V* and V. Equivalently, f is symmetric if f = tf. Relative for V* a symmetric map is represented by a symmetric matrix. The notion of a symmetric map generalizes in the obvious way to a bundle mapj': E+E* from a vector bundle to its dual--f'is a symmetric bundle map if it is symmetric in each fiber. A skew-symmetric bundle map is defined analogously.
A linear mapf'from a rank n vector bundle TC: E +A4 to its dual is a section of the bundle Horn (E. E*) = E*@ E* if in additionfis symmetric, then it is a section of the subbundle Sym' E* in E*@ E*. The fiber of Sym' E* at a point x in M is on the one hand the symmetric linear maps from E, to ET, and on the other, the quadratic forms on E,. So we may think off'as giving us a quadric in each fiber of E and the degeneracy locus M, ofJ'as the set of points x such that the quadric in the fiber E, has rank at most r. Now, in the vector space of all n x n symmetric complex matrices. the locus IV, of those of rank r or less is an analytic subvariety of codimension ("-;+'j. Thus. if we denote by W,(E) the sub-fiber bundle of Sym' E* whose fiber at x EM consists of all quadrics of rank at most r in E,, andfa section of Sym' E*, then the expected codimension of the locus 
. .
where c, = c,( E *).
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Note 2. Here, and throughout this paper, "general" may be given the following meaning: Let Horn (E, F) (resp. Horn" (E, E*@L), Hom""(E, E*@L)) be the bundle ofmaps from E to F (resp. symmetric maps from E to E*@ L; skew-symmetric maps from E to E*@L); and let W, (E, 8') gives the degeneracy locus M,.
One way of getting a section of Sym' S* over G(n, m) is to take a smooth quadric in Cm and restrict it to each n-plane in Cm. The problem may now be stated in purely geometric terms:
Given a smooth quadric Q in C" ', let M, 
be the locus of n-planes A in Cm such that the restriction of Q to A has rank at most r. Find the cohomology class of M, in H*(G(n, m)).
It turns out to be simpler, in the matter of indices, to consider the locus S, = M,_,; we will show 
n-r>(m-n+i-bi)-2(m-n-b,).
Therefore.
b,sm-r-i.
By the definition of the Schubert cycles, 6, I m -n. Hence.
(1.5)
Since by assumption
equality must hold in (1.5). In other words, S, .
This proves that S, is a single-condition Schubert cycle:
sr -aar.r-I.....1 for some constant a.
To determine and this number is readily computed: letting A, _ r +, = A II I', _, + ?,, we see that A,, _ r = V,, _ r, while for i = 1, . . , r, An_,+, must be spanned by A,_,+,_, and either one of the two null-vectors of the quadratic form induced by Q in the 2-dimensional vector space Thus Q = 2', and Formula (3) is established. To express this Schubert cycle in terms of the Chern classes of the dual of the universal subbundle S* we apply Giambelli's formula (Griffiths and Harris[l 11, p. 205) . Under the natural isomorphism where ci = c,(S*) in G(n, I').
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This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 6. Two cases of this formula, rank at most k -1 and rank 0, may be proved directly. Since M, _ , is the locus where detf = 0 and
For M,, we note that it is the zero locus of a section of Sym'E*, and is represented by the top Chern class c k + I (Sym2 E*). A direct, though somewhat tricky, algebraic i )
where ci = c,(E*).
Remark 7. The method of reduction to the Grassmannian in the proof of Theorem 2 is not practical for a Porteous locus, since if two bundles E and Fare involved, it would be necessary to embed A4 into a product of Grassmannians G(m, N) x G(n, N') and it is not easy to carry out explicitly the Schubert calculus on such a product.
Remark.
A different approach to the proof of Theorem 1 is to mimic the standard construction used in deriving Porteous' formula: that is, we pass to the Grassmannian bundle G = G(n -r, E). If Q is the universal quotient bundle on G, then we have a natural inclusion Sym'Q* L, Sym'n*E*; let C denote the quotient bundle and 3 the image in I: of the section rr *f of Sym' rc *E*.
Then M,-the locus of x EM such that f, is the pullback to E_y of a quadric on some r-dimensional quotient of E,is just the image in M of the zero locus off The class of M, is then just the Gysin image rr*e(Z) of the Euler class of Z. James Damon has shown us. via the referee. how this approach can be successfully carried out.
SKEW-SYMMETRIC MAPS
Again let E be a smooth complex vector bundle of rank n over a manifold M. A bundle Proof. The proof here is exactly analogous to the symmetric case. First. we may reduce the problem to the following:
Given a nondegenerate skew form Q on Cm, let S, be the locus qf n-planes .4 in C"' .such that QIA has rank at most n -r. Find the cohomology class of S, in H*(g(n. m)).
Secondly, since Proposition 4 applies just as well to skew forms as to quadrics. we see Given such a twisted map,f, one may again ask for the cohomology class of its degeneracy locus.
In case the line bundle L is a square, say L = K', the answer can be easily computed from Theorem 1 for (Sym'E*)@L = Sym' (E*@K).
We claim that even when L is not the square of a line bundle, the same formula holds.
To justify this, we will mimic the idea of the splitting principle and establish the following "squaring principle".
PROPOSITION 9. (The squaring principle). Given a line bundle L over a manifold M, there exist a mantfold X, a map u: X+ M and a line bundle K on X such that (a) a*L z KOK (b) the induced map in cohomology a*: H*(M, Z)+H*(X, h) is injective.
This proposition says that we may compute the class of the degeneracy locus of a twisted symmetric bundle map fi K+E*QL by positing the existence of a line bundle K = J'L with Ko2 z L and applying Theorem 2 to E@K; since the formula involves only even multiples of c,(K) and we have 2c,(K) = c,(L), the answer will in the end involve only the Chern classes of E and L. The skew-symmetric case being completely analogous, we have the THEOREM 10. (The degeneracy locus formula for twisted symmetric maps). Let E be a rank k complex vector bundle and L a complex line bundle over M.
(a) [f f: E -+ E *Q L is a general symmetric map, then the cohomology class of M, is the same as in Theorem 1, but with c, = c,(E*QJL); (b) [f.f: E+ E*@ L is a general skew-symmetric map, then the cohomology class of M, is the same as in Theorem 8, but with c, = ci(E*Q,fL).
Proof of Proposition 9. Let ,fL: M +@P 31 be the classifying map of the line bundle L, and g: CP"-+@P" the classifying map of So', where S is the universal subbundle over CP". Define X to be the fiber product of fL and g. Then we have the following communative diagram is injectire. then so is f*:
Proof. Recall from homotopy theory that every map is a fibering up to homotopy equivalence. So we may view g : B -+C as a fibering, say with fiber F, and f': X+A has the same fiber. Since C is simply connected, the E' term of the spectral sequence of the fibering g is the group H*(C, H*(F)). Because g * is injective, the differentials which hit
the bottom row must be all zero. By the commutativity of the two spectral sequence diagrams, the same is true of the differentials off: X+A:
(c) Application: The degrees of determinantal varieties As an application of the degeneracy locus formulas we will now compute the degrees of determinantal varieties in a projective space. Because the computation of all three parts are very similar, we will carry out only the symmetric case.
Let (X,), 5 rJ s n, XV = X,, be the homogeneous coordinates on P'( IV). Then P(S,) is the locus where rank (Xi,> I n -r. Since (Xi,> may be regarded as a section of Horns (Coo", C@gCo( 1)) over P'( IV), P(S,) is the degeneracy locus of corank r of this bundle.
If we write formally Sym Horn (Coo", CP'@O(l)) = Sym' 0o"OO 5 ( ('))=Sym2(6($)@J then by Theorem 1.10, the cohomology class of P(S,) is given by To complete the proof of the proposition. then, we have to evaluate this determinant:
we do this in slightly greater generality in the following lemma. whose proof may be found
LEMMA 14. For any n, r and a,, . , a, such that n 2 a, + r -1 for all i.
n + r -1 -a,)!(a,).' n (a, -a,) I <r<isr Applying this to the matrix in (13) Analogous formulas of course hold for a general matrix or a skew-symmetric matrix of sections of a line bundle.
APPLICATIONS TO VARIATION OF HODGE STRUCTURE
Let IT: X-B be a family of curves of genus g over a compact base space, and W" and Ho.' the associated Hodge bundles. In this section we will deduce, from the symmetric degeneracy locus formula, inequalities among the Chern numbers of the base space and the Hodge bundles when the variation of Hodge structure is nontrivial. For the definitions of these terms, see for instance [9] or [18] .
Let S be the universal subbundle and Q the universal quotient bundle on the Grassmannian G(k, n), and let 4 : B -rG(g, 2g)/T be the period map of the family of curves above. In this context the pullback to B of the universal subbundle over G(g, 2g) is the Hodge bundle H'.' and the pullback to B of the universal quotient bundle is UW(X,.@)/H'J(X,) = HO.'. So the tangent bundle to G(g, 2g)/T pulls back to Horn (HI.", Ho.') and the differential of the period map gives a bundle map 4 * : TB+Hom(H'.', HO,').
It is well known that the period map may be given locally by g x 2g matrices of the form (I, Z(r)), t E B. where the matrix Z(f) is holomorphic as a function of t and is s>wmetric by the Hodge-Riemann bilinear relations (Griffiths[ lo] , pp. 613 and 616). So if I' is a tangent vector to B at t, then 4*(t.) is a symmetric map from H,l,' to H,',', i.e. The differential of the period map 4 * is a section of Sym2 E*@O( 1) over P = P(TB), which is a compact threefold. If it is a general section, then the degeneracy locus formula gives an effective cycle of codimension 3 on P, Mg_? = -4(c,cz -c3) 2 0
where ci=ci(E@o(;)).
Recall that if E is a rank g vector bundle and L is a line bundle, then the Chern classes of the tensor product E@L are given by
c,(E)c,'-'(L).
Recall also that if x = c,(O( 1)) is the hyperplane class on P and x:P+B is the projection map, then the Gysin map rc* is given by This formula holds whenever the degeneracy locus of the differential of the period map, considered as a section of Sym' E* over TB. has the expected codimension 3.
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